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The UP Anthropology Society (UP AnthroSoc) is a
duly-recognized academic student organization that aims to
empower the students to take part in the strengthening of
the student body in order to seek a more holistic learning
opportunity in the field of Anthropology in the university.

The UP People-Oriented Leadership in the Interest of
Community Awareness or UP POLITICA is an academicprofessional, non-sectarian, non-partisan, and non-profit college-wide
organization based in the College of Social Sciences and Philosophy.
Committed to pursuing the genuine study of Political Science as a
discipline, UP POLITICA is an organization exclusively for Political Science
majors studying the University of the Philippines – Diliman.
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The University of the Philippines Kabataang Pilosopo Tasyo (UP
KaPiTas) is a duly-recognized socio-academic organization based in the
College of Social Sciences and Philosophy. For 28 years, KaPiTas has
devoted itself to promoting and developing Philosophy as a discipline and
a field of study that is relevant in the Philippine society all the while being
committed to its four pillars – critical and analytic thinking, academic
excellence, moral integrity, and economic viability.

UP PUGAD Sayk (University of the Philippines Psychological
Understanding for Growth and Distinction Society) is more than
just a beleaguered acronym. PUGAD is a relatively young organization
that seeks the betterment of its members - through their own diversity.
This group truly believes that each person has something different and
unique to offer everyone. But more than just an org (and an acronym),
the members of PUGAD see our beloved "nest" (for indeed, the Filipino
word pugad means that) as a home - and our fellow members as family.
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The University of the Philippines Association of Political Science Majors
(UP APSM) is a duly recognized organization in the University of the Philippines,
Diliman. UP APSM is a non-profit, non-sectarian, and non-partisan organization. It
is composed of well—rounded political science students of the university as well
as honorary members from other disciplines who share UP APSM’s principles and
have contributed to the well-being of the organization. Since its inception in 1983,
UP APSM has stood by its purpose of promoting, encouraging, and supporting the
objective study of Political Science. Apart from regular discussion groups among
its members, UP APSM has been organizing forums and symposiums on relevant
topics relating to the discipline and to salient national issues of the day.

Founded in 1953, the UP Psychology Society (UP PsychSoc) is the
oldest and most established psychology-oriented organization in the UP
System. It is a non-profit and academic student organization which aims
to further the understanding of Psychology in the Philippines. The Society
also provides opportunities for its members’ enrichment and also extends
assistance to those in need, with its numerous socio-civic initiatives.
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The University of the Philippines Philosophical Society or UP PhiloSoc is a
non-partisan College of Social Sciences and Philosophy (CSSP)-based university-wide socio-academic
organization. It is the oldest and the premier philosophical organization in the country and is arguably
the oldest in the South East Asian region. True to its motto, “Unity amidst diversity,” in its 56 years
of indomitable existence, it has produced alumni who excel not only in philosophy but also in other
disciplines. These other disciplines include psychology, business, medicine and even public office.
Today, it continues to spread philosophy outside the four walls of the classroom through different
socio-civic and academic activities such as lectures, symposia, philosophical discussions, annual blood
drives and during our most recent anniversary week, a free eye check-up. Now on its 56th year, UP
PhiloSoc will be ushering new breed of members that has risen from the obscurities of the past into
the dynamism of its current line of members and leaders. UP PhiloSoc has made and forever will
make itself not only a haven for liberal philosophical learning but as a breeding ground for effective,
critical and responsible leaders of society in whatever field they may be part of.

The Junior Philippine Geographical Society - UP Diliman is an
academic and sociocultural organization which aims to promote the
discipline of geography into the Filipino society as solutions to problems
we face as a country. We also aim to reach out towards the Filipino youth
and introduce to them the distinct discipline of geography. We achieve
these through our flagship events like Contour, National Geography
Challenge and Geography Camp which aims to the fulfillment of our goal
as an organization.
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BUKLOD CSSP is the primary political formation in the

College of Social Sciences and Philosophy that forwards the
interest, welfare, and voice of the students to serve the
college, the university, and the country.

Ang UP Lipunang Pangkasaysayan (UP LIKAS) ay isang akademikong organisasyon na
naglalayon na maitaguyod ang disiplina ng Kasaysayan hindi lamang sa pamantasan ngunit pati na rin sa labas nito.
Ang pagkakaton na maging kasapi sa organisasyon ay hindi lamang bukas para sa mga undergradweyt na mag-aaral
ng Kasaysayan ngunit pati na rin sa sino mang undergradweyt na mag-aaral ng pamantasan na nagnanais na palaguin
ang kanilang interes sa disiplina ng Kasaysayan. Mula noong maitatag muli ang organisasyon noong 1988, maraming
naaning tagumpay at papuri ang UP LIKAS. Ilan sa mga gantimpalang natanggap ng organisasyon ay ang
Pinakamahusay na Organisasyon ng CSSP noong taong 2000, '05, '08, '10, '11, '13, '16, '17. Layunin ng UP LIKAS ang
mapagbuklod ang mga mag-aaral na nagpapakadalubhasa at may hilig at interes sa kasaysayan; mapalawak at
mapalaganap ang kaalaman at kamalayang pangkasaysayan; mapaunlad ang disiplina ng kasaysayan; at higit sa lahat,
mapaglingkuran ang mga mag-aaral ng pamantasan at sambayanang Pilipino sa pamamagitan ng “isang kritikal at mas
makabuluhang pag-aaral ng kasaysayan” at pagpupunyagi para sa panlipunang pagbabago at pagbubuo ng Inang
Bayan, bansa at sambayanan. Bahagi ang UP LIKAS ng BUKLOD CSSP at UP ALYANSA ng mga Mag-aaral para sa
Panlipunang Katwiran at Kaunlaran, mga pangunahing pormasyon ng pamumuno at paglilingkod sa kolehiyo at sa
unibersidad. "Tungo sa isang kritikal at mas makabuluhang pag-aaral ng kasaysayan"
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Ang UP Kalipunan ng mga Mag-aaral ng Sosyolohiya (UP KMS)
ay isang pang-akademikong organisasyon na naglalayong pagyamanin
ang Sosyolohiya bilang isang disiplina at perspektibong magagamit sa
pagsuri ng lipunan higit na ng lipunang Pilipino. Simula noong 1994 kung
kailan itinayo, hinahangad ng KMS na itaguyod ang isang dinamiko,
historikal, kritikal, at maka-Pilipinong pag-aaral ng tao at lipunan upang
itaguyod ang kagalingang panlahat ng Unibersidad.

Ang UP Bukluran sa Sikolohiyang Pilipino o UP BUKLOD-ISIP ay
isang pang-akademikong organisasyon ng mga mag-aaral ng sikolohiya.
Pangunahin sa mga isinusulong nitong samahan ay ang pagtataguyod at
pagpapalaganap ng Sikolohiyang Pilipino (SP), isang sikolohiyang
sumasalamin sa diwa ng sambayanang Pilipino, at tumutugon sa mga
pangangailangan at adhikain nito; isang sikolohiyang malaya,
mapagpalaya, at mapagpabagong-isip.
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SALiGAN sa CSSP, or SALiGAN,

is the college chapter of the Student Alliance for the
Advancement of Democratic Rights in UP (STAND UP) in the College of Social Sciences and Philosophy. It is
an alliance of various organizations and individuals which aims to advance student rights and welfare and
unite the studentry while linking its struggle with the basic sectors of society pursuant to the goal of having
a nationalist, scientific, and mass-oriented education.United in its belief that education is a right, SALiGAN
recognizes that as Iskolar and Konsensiya ng Bayan, the highest realization of academic excellence is through
social involvement. SALiGAN throughout history has been at the forefront of students’ struggle for democratic
rights and continuously links its issues to those faced by other sectors of society at the college, university,
and national level. SALiGAN regularly conducts educational discussions on the state of Philippine Society, and
integrations in factories, urban poor, fisherfolk, and farming communities. It is also the convenor of RISE FOR
EDUCATION - CSSP, the alliance of student formations and organizations in CSSP, which fights for the
students’ right to organize and forwards organizational concerns such as lack of student spaces and increasing
fees for basic student services. Through these activities, students are able to form actions and campaigns
oriented towards addressing student and sectoral issues.

The Geographic Society of the University of the Philippines (GSUP) is a
non-profit non-partisan academic organization composed of undergraduate
students dedicated to promote the discipline of Geography in the Philippines.
Having been known as the oldest existing undergraduate Geography organization
in the country, the Geographic Society of the University of the Philippines is the
home of young geographers who have creative minds and ways in promoting the
discipline not just in the academe but also in the community. The organization has
enabled its members to realize their potential, and has created an avenue for other
Filipinos to look into the depths of the discipline.
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The UP Philosophy for Children Society (UP P4C Society) is a
philosophy, education, and service-oriented organization based in the
College of Social Science and Philosophy (CSSP) first officially recognized
in September 11, 2017. It perceives itself as an organization that is
dedicated to teaching the importance of philosophy in daily life through
the Philosophy for Children (P4C) pedagogy. It aims to equip not only
the youth but Filipinos of all ages with a critical, creative, collaborative,
and caring mind by building a community of inquiry.

Founded in 2003, the UP Political Society (UP POLSCi) is the youngest political
science organization in the University of the Philippines Diliman. We established ourselves
with the interest and drive to achieve synergy between the theory and practice of our
discipline; to bring out our learnings from the classroom and to apply them where they are
needed. Built on the strong foundation of our pillars, Leadership, Service, Excellence, and
Politics, we go forward with our endeavors, doing justice to our principles of Progressive
Leadership, Diversity in Activism, Academic Excellence, Critical Thinking, Political Awareness
and Political Involvement. These principles are applied to our many initiatives such as our
educational discussions, forums, and ad hoc events that include FST Event, PASABOG: The
Annual CSSP Debate, Ped Xing: Politics 101 Camp and Relevate. Now, we are proud to be
entering our 16th year ready and better able to serve our college, University, and society.
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The UP Samahan sa Agham Pampulitika (UP SAPUL) is the pioneering
Political Science organization of the University of the Philippines Diliman. It is an
academic, non-partisan, socio-political, CSSP-based, and university-wide
organization, and is thus open to all students with an interest in Political Science.
Founded as the “Political Science Club” in 1930, it has since had many renowned
alumni and participated in many politically-defining and historical moments, and
continues to do so. UP SAPUL aims to advance Political Science as a field of study
through service-oriented and socially-conscious activities, as shown by its maxim,
“Tungo sa pinakamataas na antas na paglilingkod.

The University of the Philippines College of Social Sciences and
Philosophy Graduate Students Association (CSSP GSA) is the
official graduate student organization of CSSP. It is a socio-academic
organization that aims to provide an avenue for multi/inter/transdisciplinary research and immersion; involvement and representation in
college and university affairs; networking with other local and
international institutions and organizations; and discourse among
graduate students, faculty, and other affiliates from different disciplines.
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UP Samahang Linggwistika, commonly referred to as UP SaLin, is
an organization that advocates the study of language, both Philippine
and foreign, in both academic and social contexts for the growth and
increased awareness of the individual, fellow University of the Philippines
students, and the Filipino people. The organization provides a venue for
those with an interest in learning more about language and its various
facets such as culture, education and the like through hosting programs
such as exhibits, fora, quiz bees and film showings.

Ang League of Filipino Students CSSP (LFS-CSSP) ay isang
pambansa-demokratikong pangmasang organisasyon na naglalayon na
pagbuklurin ang mga kabataan bilang mahalagang bahagi upang
magtulak ng pagbabagong panlipunan. Ang liga ay patuloy na
nakikibahagi sa paglaban para sa mga demokratikong Karapatan ng iba’tibang sector sa lipunan. Kasabay nito, naninindigan ang liga para sa
pakikipaglaban sa pambansang soberanya.

